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論文
『識譯小學』:i7l- 『小學諺解』 .ii1 l1a '2l Cli1-;i1!- 子- 9q金'到ストo1量 号 利 i里 一
Analysis on translation p terns betweenBeonyeoil:-Sohak and
Soha k-Eorlhae -Based on the difference in translation order-
至電◆(趙 賢眞)*
J 0  Hyunjin
The purpose f this paper isto revealwhat are thedifferences in
the linguistic order of translation of«線譯小學(Beonyeok-Sofiail:1)»
and« 小學31l差;解(Sohak-Eonhae)» into K rean, especia1ly by
comparing the same part ofthese twoliteratures in which t e same
Chinese characters (漢字) are used to express the ame meaning.
For comparison,certain parts were extracted from the a11volumes
of the xisting woliteratures:«観詳小學(Beonyeok- 1)ohak, 1518)»
whose originalscript is«小學集成(Sohak一.,1ilDseong)»and«小學11進解
(So,hak-Eon hae, 1588)» whose origina1 script is«小學集 1111-
(So上ak-.,1li,ol1Li)».
When welook at the differences b tw en thetwoliteratures,we
can otify that the translation orders can show huge changes in
nouns, verbs and adverbs. These differences are thought to arise
from the fo11owing two:the differences in the wr通ng of the original
Chinese-character phrases with Korean endings (口111l:文) and the
differences in the perspectives or favors f the translators towards
specific or ginalChinese p rases(漢字).
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? . 富・願議整整 議m議富 富富産 離 ' _ 一一 田 一g選選 翻.富鐘索登整a
卷 i ( 3 b̃47b) 容 二 ( 3 8 ã78a)
卷 四 ( 1 ã28b) 卷 三 ( 1 ã25b)
卷 六 ( 1 b̃37a) 卷 五 ( 1 b̃34b)
卷 七 ( 1 ã50b) 11 i h;(35ã82a)
卷 八 ( 1 ã43a) 卷五(82ã121a)
卷九( 1 ã108b) 卷 六 ( 1 ã101a)
卷 十 ( 1 b̃35b) 卷六(101 b̃133a)
2. 「観譯小學』:i1l- 「小學諺解」a1 la9l'3iJ'1、t1l:iil
-54-
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(5)a.::iL? ?1i?告?1:;l li,r 1:'1l(亦何求不得o1''1) <11 1l1小8:20a>

























(6)a.国会oト,-1il o1'o1,ao1 重 ユ フトき可月電1:しl(l總11居行義於ii-中
i 国1)<静德小9:98b>















































(2) a.t'量i'o・1 里[:1 電叫(1視確毋国i叫)<観小4:12a>
































































(6) a . と4 .ii 普 フトf(26b)9 し- ス フ1'5 1◆l(」準以Ml牧l 5o1:)<益銀小8:27a>


















(7) a.人ト1言o1 ユl号立':1 し- ロ1せoト里 号 :iL(54a)tI oト1重身言月言(人ol
或識其不求知者 E1 1:1目) く観小9:54b>






















(8) a.'ii o;ll;l1l '91 o_il1- しト要月こ(出求食o1 1 'l重-)<線小9:100a>











(9) a.? ?o1:i?l.互:illr :lli '51-1l(因働令學l5o1:)<議1111小10:6b>








































(3) a.叫叫到告4き マ'i1'-費◆1li国iト(親極滋味'5 し1 il1-)<職小9:28b>
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(4) a.1き-、一ii:11i.o??◆?言l 書:i11、フト(東馳進-通?ot)<1動進小9:98a>






































































(2) a. J豆重 」:i1フlストlii- -9-人ト1;1-フトCl111l魚肉珍差言ot)<観小7:13b>














































於物耶 ,1 1:1l) <話f確小10:18b>
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翻訳小学と小学諺解の翻訳様相研究
翻訳順序を中心に一
注
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